LEGAL POLICIES AND DISCLAIMERS

PRDW
Welcome to the PRDW Website (“this Website”).
PRDW is the registered tradename for, and herein is defined as inclusive of, all of the PRDW companies registered in various countries that comprise the PRDW global group of companies.

TERMS OF USE
If you continue to browse and use this Website you are agreeing to comply with, and be bound by, our Terms of Use.
Your access to, and use of this Website and/or specific contents, data, material or information, including, but not limited to, text, pictures, images, links and other material contained in, or made available via this Website, are subject to the conditions for use set forth below. By accessing or using this Website you explicitly accept these conditions of use. If you do not agree to all of the following conditions for use, you should not visit or use this Website.

COPYRIGHT
All content and works compiled by PRDW on this Website are subject to copyright law, and is the property of PRDW or third parties who have given PRDW permission to publish their content. By visiting this Website you agree not to change, copy, distribute, transmit, depict, publish, sell or link through any part of this Website or its content, or to generate or use work derived from the same, except with the prior written approval of PRDW.

LIABILITY
The content of this Website is for general information purposes only. The greatest possible care has been taken in the creating this Website. Although PRDW makes every effort to ensure that the content of this Website is accurate and complete, PRDW cannot guarantee, represent or warrant this. You are therefore generally obliged to professionally check, or to have professionally checked, the suitability of all content for your intended use.

PRIVACY STATEMENT
All personal information supplied to PRDW, or automatically downloaded by PRDW while you browse this Website, will remain within the PRDW global group of companies and will not be shared with any external entity unless prior permission is obtained. Your personal information supplied to PRDW will not be sold, distributed or published by PRDW. Any data held and/or processed by PRDW on visitors is processed within the applicable law.